The computation time and the extraction of useful information remain severe drawbacks to systematic use of modern threedimensional Navier-Stokes codes in a design procedure of multistage turbomachines. That explains why throughflow simulation is still widely used at industrial scale. The main limitation of throughflow is however the need for empirical models to reproduce blade-flow interactions and major 3D flow features.
NOMENCLATURE
b blockage factor e energy source term E total energy f blade force k kinetic energy of circumferential perturbations le,te leading and trailing edges N number of blades P static pressure q heat flux r radial direction R air specific gas constant = 287.43 J/kg.K s entropy (relative to inlet conditions) T static temperature V absolute velocity y + dimensionless wall distance z axial direction
Greek symbols γ specific heat ratio = 1.4 δ i, j
Kronecker delta θ circumferential direction ρ density τ i, j viscous stress
INTRODUCTION
Today it is still impossible to solve directly the NavierStokes equations to simulate turbulent flows in turbomachines, characterized by high Reynolds numbers. It is however established that models describing an averaged state can be successfully used to design such systems or to analyze their aerodynamic performances. In compensation, the price to pay to use these models is to add the missing information by resorting to empirical relations.
For external flows the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) describe a steady state provided that the boundary conditions are steady. In this case a turbulence model is used to close the system of equations by giving a picture of the additional terms, the Reynolds stresses.
In multistage turbomachines, due to the relative movement of the rows, the RANS model is associated to an unsteady flow state characterized by disturbances of which ranges of time and length scales are very wide, leading to very long times of computation.
As an alternative, Adamczyk proposed in [1] three averaging operators (ensemble, time and passage) that lead to the wellknown average-passage model, linking the unsteady turbulent flow field to a steady flow field in a typical blade passage. As it is described in [2] , these operators are associated to different levels of modelisation, each one involving additional terms. The RANS equations, the time-averaged equations and the average-passage equations in particular need respectively the Reynolds stresses, the deterministic stresses and the passage-to-passage stresses to bring back the mean effects of turbulence, unsteadiness and aperiodicity on the mean steady periodic flow.
In the past few years, the closure problem has been a rich subject of research. Among all models, the harmonic closure proposed by He and Ning [3] revealed superior to the others. This method consists in solving a linearized perturbation system in the frequency domain and its efficiency to approximate the so-called deterministic stresses has been illustrated by several authors (Chen [4] , Stridh [5] , Vilmin [6] ). In the same way, Hall [7] developed the harmonic balance technique, which solves the non-linear RANS set of equations in the frequency domain.
In the modelisation hierarchy the throughflow model comes next, resulting from a fourth averaging, a circumferential one. Circumferential stresses appear in addition to the body forces and the energy source terms. It has been proven that these terms play an important role in the description of the flow [8] - [11] , in particular on the radial pressure gradients and the entropy generation. Further investigations have highlighted the role of the circumferential stresses in a two-dimensional simulation by injecting them into a throughflow calculation [12] . The circumferential stresses were demonstrated to be at least as important as deterministic stresses and to allow the reproduction of the averaged 3D flow features, such as the corner stall or the radial mixing close to the endwalls.
In classical throughfows, these averaged 3D flow features are partly taken into account by empirical models [13] - [16] . The quality of the prediction relies then on experimental data. If it is acceptable for well-known geometries and nominal conditions, the need for more general modelisation appears in case of off-design conditions or innovating blade geometry. Therefore a transposition of the efficient harmonic closure to the circumferential stresses modelisation could be envisaged. As a first step in this direction, it is proposed here to investigate the nature of the circumferential non-uniformities in the aim of an harmonic reconstruction.
The test case used and the computation are described in the next section. It is a blade-to-blade simulation of a low speed compressor stage, at mid-span, using a mixing plane technique.
The second section is dedicated to the circumferentiallyaveraged representation of the flow, the extraction of the deterministic stresses and their injection into a throughflow simulation tool to illustrate the importance of these additional terms.
In the last section it is proceeded to the spectral analysis of the blade-to-blade flow field, the harmonic reconstruction of the conservative variables and the consequence on the circumferential stresses description. In particular the capability of these approximated terms to accurately reproduce the 3D-averaged flow field is illustrated.
THE TEST CASE
A viscous simulation is performed, completed by an inviscid one. The comparison of these two computations will teach the impact of the viscosity on the circumferential stresses and on their harmonic reconstruction.
For simplicity of data extraction and analysis, both calculations are performed in the blade-to-blade plane. This reduction of the problem implies the absence of secondary flow which is a source of circumferential non-uniformities. Nevertheless, it does Copyright c 2008 by ASME not introduce a lack of generality for two reasons. First, it has been demonstrated that circumferential non-uniformities in the core-flow are far from being negligible [10] - [12] . Second, the frequency behavior of a core flow is not fundamentally different from a 3D flow, as potential and viscous effects are also present. Both computations are performed with the mixing plane technique. This implies that unsteady interactions between rows are not considered. In other words, according to the Adamczyk's model, it means that deterministic stresses are set to zero. By doing so the comparison between the blade-to-blade flow and its average will give the pure circumferential stresses associated to each row.
The cascade single stage test case
The CME2 is a single stage low speed compressor. Its global performances under nominal conditions are presented in table 1. The computation performed here concerns the mid-span section and is run under off-design conditions, near the peak efficiency, to highlight the circumferential non-uniformities. This operating point was preferred to the peak pressure point (near stall) because the latter would have involved too much disorganization and unsteadiness to allow general conclusions. For the inviscid simulation, the mass flow is imposed equal to the one obtained for the Navier-Stokes computation, in order to facilitate comparison between both calculations. The associated computed performances are listed in The mesh used for the blade-to-blade viscous simulation is illustrated on the figure 1. It is composed of 74.650 grid points. An O-grid was used around the blades for a good control of the stretching in the direction normal to the wall. The spacing for the first blade cells was specified so that y + < 1 was obtained for the converged solution. The mesh used for the Euler computation involves 29.926 points.
The simulation tool
The commercial simulation tool is the structured-mesh turbomachinery code developed by Numeca. For our purpose, the steady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations are con- The turbulence model used for this computation is the Spalart-Allmaras model.
Results of the simulation
The relative Mach number contours are depicted on figure 2 for the viscous and inviscid computations. This picture illustrates the potential effect before the leading edge, the accelerations on suctions sides and, for the Navier-Stokes simulation, the wakes.
Inevitably, since the mixing-plane technique is used, the rows are nearly isolated ones, but presenting one stage of compressor is a convenient way to ensure some generality, by treating two rows with different characteristics (turning, loading...).
THE THROUGHFLOW REPRESENTATION
The aim of this section is to describe the contribution of the circumferential stresses to the throughflow description. To that end the stresses are extracted from the blade-to-blade results. These terms are next injected into the throughflow simulation, together with the viscous and inviscid blade forces and energy source terms. This section starts with the description of a fourth averaging, the circumferential one.
The circumferential averaging
There are two ways of defining the circumferential average: by using a gate function 1 or by performing an integration from the pressure side p to the suction side s. As both methods give the same result, the second one is considered here. 1 In the same way as the time-average defined by Adamczyk 
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Copyright c 2008 by ASME The average of some flow variable φ is defined as follows:
where ∆θ is equal to the azimuthal width of the blade passage. Defining the blockage coefficient b as the ratio of circumferential width occupied by the fluid over the total circumference, relation (2) is obtained.φ
According to that definition and using the Leibniz's rule, the following relation expresses the averaged derivative of some flow variable φ relative to some spatial variable s:
For compressible flows, the Favre average of some flow variable φ is introduced:
The perturbations of some variable φ compared to both averages are then defined:
Using these relations, the average of triple products appearing in the momentum and energy equations are deduced as:
The circumferentially-averaged set of equations is finally given by equations (7) to (9) and completed by the equation of state (10).
As mentioned previously, additional terms appear:
1. The inviscid and viscous blade forces f bi and f vi in the momentum equations and the viscous and inviscid energy source terms e b and e v in the energy equation. They appear as the result of the second term of the right-hand-side of equation (3), which physically represents the pressure, the shear stresses and the heat fluxes on the blade. 2. The circumferential stresses ρV i V j and the enthalpy correlations ρV j H . They represent respectively the transport of momentum and energy between the blade-to-blade and the axisymmetric flow fields.
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The averaged flow state This section is devoted to the procedure followed to compute the average flow field and the circumferential non-uniformities from the blade-to-blade calculation. First a 1D axial mesh (a meridian mesh) is generated with higher density at the leading and trailing edges to capture the rapid evolution of the flow in these regions. Circumferential arcs are generated for each node of this meridian grid to create the azimuthal one. Results from blade-to-blade computation are next interpolated on these nodes by bilinear interpolation in the blade-to-blade plane. The circumferential averaging is then performed on these arcs by integration with the trapezoidal rule, perturbations being next deduced and also averaged if needed.
The average kinetic energy 2 of the circumferential perturbations is defined as:
As this kinetic energy contains some of the circumferential stresses, it is a good indicator of the difference between the blade-to-blade flow field and a solution uniform in the azimuthal direction. For this reason it is used in the following to quantify the level of circumferential non-uniformities.
Evolution of the ratio of this local average kinetic energy of circumferential perturbations to the local total average kinetic energy along the stage is depicted on figure 3 .
The viscous and inviscid results are superimposed on this figure, even though they correspond to different blade loadings (see circumferential inviscid blade force on figure 4). Nevertheless, qualitative remarks can be made.
Firstly a peak of kinetic energy is located at the leading edge of the rotor. This increase of kinetic energy, that starts before the edge, is a potential effect due to the surrounding of the blade. The inviscid nature of this phenomenon is demonstrated by the shape of the inviscid curve. This zone of high fluctuations can also be noticed on figure 2 showing the relative Mach number contours in the blade-to-blade plane.
Secondly, the zone after the leading edge is still rich of fluctuations. It comes from the pressure load on the blade, as the circumferential force is mainly situated on the fore-part of the blade, as depicted on figure 4.
Fluctuations on the second half of the blades are driven by viscous effects, as the difference between both curves demonstrates. Actually the blade loading is much lower in this zone (figure 4) and the boundary layer develops on the blade walls. The fluctuations increase toward the trailing edge as the boundary layer develops. At the trailing edge a second peak is observed. It is due to the local reorganization of the flow coming from both sides of the blades. In the inviscid case, these fluctuations decrease rapidly to (nearly) zero. In the Navier-Stokes computation, the flow reorganization is followed by a viscous dissipation and a wake. This wake is visible on figure 2. The location of the mixing plane is easily identifiable by the absence of circumferential non-uniformities.
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In conclusion, if viscosity is important in the generation of circumferential fluctuations, the potential effects are also great contributors. This observation shows a major difference between circumferential and deterministic stresses. Actually, the latter take account for interactions between rows, interactions that come from large distance phenomena (such as wakes), which are mainly induced by viscosity.
The throughflow simulation tool
The throughflow code used for computations presented in this section solves the RANS equations circumferentiallyaveraged over a pitch, i.e. equations (7) to (9) . The numerical method is based on an explicit time-marching cell-centered finite-volume approach.
The high order throughflow computation
In this section the contributions of the circumferential stresses are illustrated by introducing them into a throughflow simulation. To that end, correlations for the deviation and the losses are not used, as they involve some part of circumferential stresses resulting from the azimuthal average of the experimental data. This implies that all additional terms of equations (7) to (9) need to be extracted from the blade-to-blade simulation, i.e. the blade forces, the energy source terms and the circumferential stresses. Basically this means that pressure and viscous stresses on the blade walls are extracted in addition to circumferential stresses.
As the simulation is performed in the blade-to-blade plane, neither hub nor shroud are considered, which means that no endwall boundary layers exist. Furthermore, the only viscous effect which is taken into account comes from the viscous blade force, i.e. no other blade-to-blade shear stress is included, which is an usual hypothesis in turbomachinery.
The figure 5 shows the axial evolution of the absolute Mach number (12) and the entropy (13) of the averaged flow field in four cases:
1. the blade-to-blade density averaged flow field 2. the throughflow simulation with inviscid blade force and energy source term ( f b ,e b ) 3. the throughflow simulation with inviscid and viscous blade forces and energy source terms ( f b , f v ,e b ,e v ) 4. the throughflow simulation with all extra terms, including the circumferential stresses in addition to the preceding terms ( A few remarks have to be made. The inviscid terms are responsible for the general structure of the flow field, as it was expected since they correspond to the main effect of the blades. The addition of the viscous terms translates the whole curve in the sense of an increase of losses, without modifying its shape. For both flow variables depicted, this curve is nearer the bladeto-blade averaged simulation than the previous one. For most of the flow variables, the last curve, that corresponds to the addition of the stresses, permits to fit quite well the blade-to-blade curve, by modifying locally the flow field. The evolution of the absolute Mach number is representative of this situation. The im- Copyright c 2008 by ASME provement of the description due to these last terms seems even larger than the one brought by the viscous terms. More particularly, adding the stresses permits to take count of the potential effect before the leading edge. It also brings back the slow reorganization of the flow field after the trailing edge.
Concerning the entropy, one notices that the simulation does not approach so well the blade-to-blade averaged curve, even if the shape of the curve is captured. It happens as if a phenomenon growing slowly along the inner-blade channel was omitted. According to [12] , this kind of behaviour could be due to the neglect of the blade-to-blade shear stresses. It is also probably due to some inaccuracies of the bi-linear interpolation performed to extract data from the blade-to-blade computation.
Furthermore, the nonuniform increase of entropy, that could seem to be unphysical, comes from the density averaging. The mass-averaged flow field is depicted (dashed magenta curve) for comparison and shows an expected behaviour. See [12] for more information. The mixing process is also noticeable by the entropy rise at the mixing-plane.
Finally a last curve is presented for the entropy evolution (dashed black curve). Actually this curve is the real densityaverage flow field, the previous so-called curve being based on mean quantities. The difference comes from the non-linearity of the relations used to reconstruct the quantities. For instance, the average of a log function is different from the log applied to the mean quantity (14) , but that is the sole way to reconstruct flow variables with the available information. See [17] for more information.
In conclusion, introducing the circumferential stresses into a throughflow simulation is mandatory to fit the blade-to-blade averaged simulation.
THE HARMONIC ANALYSIS
In this section it is investigated whether an harmonic method is able to capture the circumferential stresses. To that end an harmonic reconstruction of the flow field, more particularly the blade-to-blade conservative variables (ρ,ρV z ,ρV θ and ρE), is performed and analyzed.
First the frequency spectrum of the circumferential evolution of the flow field is detailed. Next a reconstruction of the circumferential stresses is performed. These approximated stresses are finally injected into a throughflow simulation which is compared to the computation run in the preceding section.
The local spectral analysis
The ability of Fourier series to reconstruct the circumferential evolution of the flow field at four sections A,B,C and D (see Furthermore the differences between these two stations and sections A and D are also remarkable. Due to the no-slip conditions on the blade walls, the perturbations are equal to minus the mean flow field at those locations to set the blade-to-blade velocity field to zero. On the contrary, the flow at section A is only directed by potential effects, i.e Euler-type phenomena, while station D is affected by the wake.
It is well known that a Fourier series converges to the exact function provided that it is piecewise continuous and periodic. This last condition is not fulfilled in a bladed passage, as the flow field on the pressure and suction sides is in general different. This means that in order to compute a Fourier series in the blade passage, one has to artificially make the function periodic. The main drawback is that by doing so, the real evolution is altered. Hence a special care must be taken to make the function periodic with minimal modification of its frequency spectrum. There are many ways to extend the function. Two simple solutions are presented hereafter.
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Copyright c 2008 by ASME A linear prolongation is used in case of viscous simulation. Due to the boundary layers on both sides of the blades, the evolution of the conservative variables are already nearly periodic 3 (see figure 6 ), with sharp variations at both ends of the circumferential domain (the inner-blade channel). Hence it is sufficient to add a small linear portion of curve to make the signal periodic with a piecewise extension. The result is depicted on figure 7, top.
For inviscid simulations this kind of extension is too sharp and leads to unphysical oscillations and to distortion of the signal (see figure 7 , bottom). The solution is to mirror the existent function. As it prolongs the signal by itself, a piecewise variation is obtained in case of initial smooth evolution, and does not introduce extra spectral behaviour 4 (see figure 7 , bottom). In what follows, the linear extension is used systematically for viscous computations, while the mirror prolongation is used for inviscid ones.
Other methods such as smooth extension by polynomial functions are other possibilities, but they would perturb the lowfrequency part of the spectrum by including their own frequency behaviour. Figure 8 presents the logarithm of the absolute value of the Fourier coefficients divided by the first one for (ρV z ) (top) and (ρV θ ) (bottom), what will be called the frequency spectrum. The section A appears to be quite poor in terms of spectral content, what was expected since this region is driven by potential effects. This kind of behaviour is also remarkable at section D, of which location is in the wake. Hence the same conclusion holds for outer-blade viscous effects. Noticing that the level of spectral decrease from the fourth mode is the same for both sections, one 8 Copyright c 2008 by ASME can conclude that this kind of evolution is characteristic of outerblade flow field for which first modes dominate the description. Concerning the right part of the spectrum for both sections, the high frequency terms of small amplitude probably render of some noise. The latter is due to the simple bilinear interpolation used to obtain the circumferential evolution of the flow field from the blade-to-blade computation. On the contrary, sections B and C are rich in terms of spectral content. The reduction of the Fourier coefficients is lower, which demonstrates that high frequency phenomena characterize the flow field at those locations in addition to low frequency ones. Both sections correspond to inner-blade flow field, one near the leading edge (section B) and the other one near the trailing edge (section C). Hence both locations involve viscous boundary layer frequency spectrum, that corresponds to the same low reduction of Fourier coefficients.
This example shows a strong difference between inner-blade and outer-blade regions and indicates the need for a more costly reconstruction inside the blade passage, characterized by a larger range of length scales.
Furthermore, the comparison of the spectra corresponding to (ρV z ) and (ρV θ ) shows that the convergence is different depending on the conservative flow variable. For instance, the level of reduction of the Fourier coefficients at section B is higher for (ρV z ) than for (ρV θ ) . The opposite behaviour is noticed at section C. This means that even though a uniform convergence can be expected, the level will probably be different for the various flow variables, depending on the convergence of the most influent circumferential stress.
This difference of convergence properties does not appear at sections A and D, the latter being richer due to the wake.
The harmonic reconstruction
In this section the difficulty of reconstructing circumferential stresses characterized by a large frequency spectrum is investigated, particularly for the inner-blade zone. To that end, the blade-to-blade evolution of the flow field is reconstructed by Fourier series along the whole stage, for different numbers of modes. The qualities of reconstruction in case of viscous and inviscid computations are also compared. Figure 9 depicts the kinetic energy of the circumferential non-uniformities corresponding to an harmonic reconstruction of the flow field and the ratio of this reconstructed kinetic energy for 1, 3, 5, 10, 20 and 50 modes to the real one. The convergence of the kinetic energy appears to be uniform and the general shape of the axial evolution is captured since the first mode. Hence using more modes for the reconstruction is always rewarded. It is a consequence of the uniform convergence of the Fourier series of the conservative variables.
Another noticeable fact is the large contribution of the first modes to the reconstruction, as it has already been observed in the previous section, particularly for outer-blade field. The real evolution is nearly captured with only 5 modes. Knowing that deterministic stresses are partly characterized by such circumferential evolutions, this explains why few modes are enough to take into account interactions between rows.
On the contrary, as it was expected according to figure 8, the convergence is much lower for the inner-blade field. Hence if 10 modes permit to capture about 90 % of the kinetic energy, 50 modes are not enough to fit the real evolution. Figure 9 (bottom) also addresses the difference of convergence between the leading edge and the trailing edge regions. For few modes, the error on the kinetic energy is lower in the leading edge area. Actually first harmonics can only capture circumferential evolutions characterized by large length variations. This means that first modes miss the boundary layer. Thus, near the leading edge, as the boundary layer is still very thin, the error committed on the circumferential stresses by neglecting this local evolution is lower than the one committed by omitting a thicker boundary layer near the trailing edge (see figure 6 , top). Copyright c 2008 by ASME For larger number of harmonics the situation inverts. From 10 modes, the relative error is larger in the leading edge region. For higher harmonics, the capture of the boundary layer really starts (see top figure 7 ). Hence the quality of the approximation depends on the ability of the series to follow the evolution of the field near the walls. As the boundary layer is thinner near the leading edge, more harmonics are needed than in the trailing edge region. According to [19] , the number of harmonics mandatory to fit the evolution in a boundary layer of thickness ε ( 1) is proportional to 1/ √ ε for an unevenly spaced Chebyshev interpolation grid 5 . This kind of grid is used here. Finally the same procedure for the inviscid computation is summarised on figure 10 for 1, 2, 3 and 10 modes. In this case, the flow field is characterized by large lengths, i.e. low frequencies. That is why the convergence is so fast, 3 modes leading to more than 95 % everywhere apart from the leading edge and trailing edge regions where higher frequency phenomena exist.
This last example confirms the split of the frequency spectrum into two regions: the first one, about the first three modes, corresponding to potential effects and about two third of the perturbation field intensity and the second one to localized viscous behaviours.
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The harmonic throughflow closure
In this last section the reconstructed circumferential stresses are injected into the throughflow code, according to the same procedure as already used for real ones. This will verify the ability of the harmonic method to reproduce the physical evolution of the field detailed in a preceding section. Figure 11 illustrates the axial evolution of the absolute Mach number (top) and the entropy (bottom) of the averaged flow field for several qualities of harmonic reconstructions. This figure confirms that few modes are enough to reproduce the adaptation close to the blade. As expected, the convergence in the innerblade passage is slower. Nevertheless, the curves demonstrate that the shape is progressively transforming to fit the "exact" curve, leading to the conclusion that the shape-convergence is uniform.
To quantify the level of convergence of the field, an average error operator is introduced. φ 100 stands for a primitive field variable computed with the throughflow fed with inviscid and viscous source terms. φ 0 is its counterpart computed with exact circumferential stresses added and φ is the same variable corresponding to reconstructed circumferential stresses. The error is defined by expression (15) for a sample of S axial nodes. The resulting relative error is depicted on figure 12 for some flow variables, which confirms the uniform convergence. This figures shows also the difference of sensitivity of the flow variables to the number of harmonics used to reconstruct the flow field. It has probably two origins. First, since the various flow variables are reconstructed with different combinations of the conservative variables, the combinations of approximation errors differ also. The second one comes from the different levels of spectral convergence of the conservative variables (see figure  8) , as mentioned previously. The latter implies that the various
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Copyright c 2008 by ASME circumferential stresses do not have the same quality of approximation. This passes on to the flow variables, depending on the most influent stress for each one. Nevertheless, one can say that all variables have a comparable relative error level. Finally, as it has been noticed for the kinetic energy, the precision rapidly increases, leading to an error of about 10 % for 10 modes. One could question whether this kind of convergence is a general result. According to the authors, a positive answer cannot be far from the reality for the following reason. Two extreme characteristic lengths have been under examination: large lengths from potential effects and small ones from boundary layers. Hence this frequency spectrum covers most of the nonexamined sources of non-uniformities (spanwise mixing, corner stall,...), except the shocks for which nothing can be concluded.
CONCLUSION
The objective of this contribution was to demonstrate the ability of an harmonic reconstruction to bring back the mean effect of circumferential non-uniformities in a throughflow simulation.
This was done in several steps. Firstly the interest of circumferential stresses was highlighted by extracting them from a blade-to-blade simulation and by injecting them into a throughflow code. It was in particular illustrated that the flow adaptation was brought back by these terms. Effects could be much larger in presence of endwalls, as presented in [12] .
The frequency spectrum of the field was next detailed in four representative sections, highlighting the difference between inner-blade and outer-blade fields.
The reconstruction of the flow field further illustrated a uniform convergence of the circumferential stresses with the number of harmonics and a rapid axial shape capture. The rapid convergence of the outer-blade field was also stressed, explaining why interactions between rows are well approximated with few harmonics in unsteady non-linear harmonic methods.
The last throughflow computation with reconstructed circumferential stresses demonstrated that the convergence rate on flow variables is the same as the one on circumferential stresses, leading to the conclusion that each additional harmonic used is rewarded.
Hence this contribution allows to envisage extending the efficient harmonic method to throughflow simulation. This method could be as efficient as the unsteady one in case of inviscid computation. It will probably be more costly for viscous simulations due to the larger frequency spectrum of circumferential non-uniformities. As a remedy one could question whether other types of functions than trigonometric ones would better fit azimuthal evolutions in the viscous cases, maybe the wavelets functions that are able to reproduce sharp variations.
One must nevertheless admits that in this contribution, additional terms such as blade forces and energy source terms were supposed known and exact. It will be mandatory to find a way of computing them without the recourse to empirical correlations to have an efficient calculation tool. Some possibilities are proposed in [12] .
Future work is planned to adapt the harmonic method to throughflow simulation and to test implementation of this one in a throughflow simulation tool.
